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THE SKYBORN

CHAPTER 4

SHARD LAW
We consider Overlight to be a narrative game 
— which is to say, on a spectrum of RPG rules 
complexity, Overlight is fairly rules light. The 
rules are not intended to provide specific, 
nuanced mechanics for every conceivable sort 
of interaction. Combat is not fought on a grid 
map, nor is every possible bonus or hindrance 
to swinging a sword carefully calculated. In 
fact, there aren’t even unique statistics for 
various weapon types.

Overlight is built for speed of play and a forward-
moving story. In practice, what this means is that 
sometimes the GM might apply a rule to a certain 
situation just because it “feels right” in order 
to move on with play. We are firm believers in 
trusting the GM to shepherd the story and keep 
all players engaged, without getting bogged down 
in rules arguments. Overlight’s rules reflect that 
philosophy. We will discuss this more later on 
(see Chapter 6: Secret Wisdom, p. XX).

TESTS

Overlight uses a small set of rules to govern 
the various challenges and tasks that your 
characters may attempt over the course of 

their adventures. Variations on a simple 
dice roll cover every action, from fighting to 
negotiating to channeling Chroma. We call 
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these dice rolls Tests. Generally speaking, 
you should only be performing Tests for 
actions that contain some element of risk or 
uncertainty, or that may have an important 
dramatic effect on the story. In other words, 
you shouldn’t have to perform a Test for 
simply walking along a path — but if that 
path were less a road and more a series of 
tangled vines suspended between two trees 
high above the forest floor of Banyan, you 
might need to roll! The GM is the final  
arbiter of when and where a player should 
perform a Test.

There are four basic types of Tests: Skill Tests, 
Combat Tests, Open Tests, and Chroma Tests. Each 
of these Tests will require you to assemble a 
hand of seven dice and roll them together. How 
you interpret the results of those dice will differ 
based on the type of Test.

THE SPIRIT POOL
In addition to having Ratings in the various 
Virtues and Skills (which will inform the 
hand of dice that you assemble for your 
Tests), your character also has a Spirit Pool. 
This represents your character’s personal 

drive, morale, and courage. It is also a literal 
congealing of the Overlight at the center of 
your being, and serves as the source of energy 
that fuels all of your Chroma. 

Your Spirit Pool contains a finite number of 
Spirit Points, which can be spent to adjust 
your die rolls for better results or to perform 
certain maneuvers during combat. Running 
low on Spirit Points can put you in some 
dangerous situations, reducing your combat 
and Skill options or leaving you unable to 
channel Chroma.

Each character starts with a certain number 
of points in their Spirit Pool — determined 
during the character creation process — which 
will slowly be depleted as they fight enemies 
or channel Chroma. Notably, the Spirit Pool 
does not “refresh” or refill in any regular 

fashion during normal play. Instead, the GM 
will reward characters with Spirit Points at 
suitably dramatic moments in the story (e.g., 
succeeding at a difficult task, which would 
result in a morale boost). The conclusion of 
major quests or plot threads will also usually 
yield Spirit Rewards.

TYPE OF TEST HAND OF DICE (7)
Skill Dice Virtue Dice Wealth Dice Spirit Die

Skill Test 3x 3x -- Yes

Combat Test 3x 3x -- Yes

Open Test 3x 3x -- Yes

Chroma Test -- 6x -- Yes

Wealth Test 3x -- 3x Yes
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SPIRIT FLARES
In any Skill Test or Chroma Test when you 
roll an odd number of successes, you may 
spend one Spirit Point to create a bonus 
success, thereby bumping your result up to the 
next level. This is called a Spirit Flare. So by 
spending a Spirit Point in this way, you could 
turn one success into two, three successes into 
four, or five successes into six. This can only 
be done when an odd number of successes has 
been rolled, and only once per Test.

SKILL TESTS
Skill Tests are the most common type of dice 
roll that you perform. When you attempt any 
sort of non combat-related task, the GM will 
call for a Skill Test. Based on what you are trying 
to do, the GM will choose a Skill that she feels 
best aligns with the necessary competencies or 
experience needed to complete the task. In this, 
the GM is guided by the Skill definitions (see 
Chapter 3: The Skyborn, p. XX). 

Trying to jimmy a lock with crude tools? The 
GM may require a Craft Test. Attempting 
to slowly back away from a mother Shovel-
tusk defending her calf? That may call for a 
Beastways Test. However, the Skill definitions 
are not hard and fast. If you can think of a 
way that a Skill might apply to a situation, 
then make your argument to the GM. She may 
decide that your approach to the problem 
makes logical and narrative sense, and 
therefore allow you to use a Skill different 
from the most obvious choice. As always, the 
GM’s decision is final. (Please remember that 
her choices may be informed by information 
that is hidden from you or your character.)

To assemble your hand of seven dice for a Skill 
Test, take three dice from your associated Skill 
Rating and three dice from your Rating in the 
Virtue linked to that Skill. In addition, you will 
always add the Spirit Die. So while attempting to 
get away from that Shovel-tusk without getting 
trampled, you would perform a Beastways Test PREVIEW
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and refer to your Beastways and Compassion 
Ratings. Let’s assume you had a Beastways Rating 
of D6 and a Compassion Rating of D8. In that 
case, your Skill Test would be made by rolling 
3d6 + 3d8 + 1d4.

In most instances, a Skill Test is performed with 
Skill dice plus dice of the linked Virtue, but that 
may not always be the case. Each Virtue has three 
linked Skills, listed to the right of the Virtue on 
each character sheet. (Might has only two linked 
Skills, however.) At the GM’s discretion, you 
may be required to use Virtue dice of a different, 
unlinked Virtue. In these cases, the alternate 
Virtue will be noted parenthetically next to the 
Skill name. For example, to force open a closed 
portcullis, you may have to perform an Athletics 
Test, but using Might instead of Vigor. This 
would be written as Athletics (Might).

Once you’ve rolled your seven dice, how 
do you evaluate the results? Let’s ignore the 
Spirit Die for now; we’ll come back to that. 
For the other six dice, you’re looking for any 
results of 6 or higher. Each die result of 6+ 

is called a success. Because every Skill Test uses 
the same total number of dice, the number of 
possible successes is always between zero and 
six. Every pair of successes will increase the level 
of the in-game result.

In certain rare circumstances, the GM may 
require a Radiant success or higher for you to 
succeed at the Test at all. This might be the 
case when a player is using the wrong tool 
for a given task (e.g., attempting to throw a 
sword), or in situations that are daunting or 
extremely difficult.

SPIRIT DIE BONUSES
The Spirit Die is also evaluated. For Skill Tests, 
the only result that matters on the Spirit Die is a 
4. If a 4 is rolled on the Spirit Die, there are three 
possible bonuses that can be gained from the 
Spirit Die.

First, if you rolled an odd number of successes, 
the 4 result on the Spirit Die allows you to bump 
your success level up a notch without actually 

PERFORMING SKILL TESTS
Successes Game Result

0-1 Fail. You do not accomplish your goal. The GM will describe the outcome of  
the failure.

2-3 Luminous success. You succeed at your goal, but with little flourish. The GM will 
describe the outcome.

4-5

Radiant success. You succeed at your goal competently and easily. If there was a 
secondary goal (e.g., remaining quiet while breaking down a door), you succeed 
at that as well. The GM will describe the outcome, but the player should offer up 
suggestions for the manner in which you achieve your goal.

6
Brilliant success. You succeed at your goal with expert skill, speed, or panache. Any 
secondary goals are achieved at a similar level. The player should be the driving force 
in describing the outcome.
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spending any Spirit Points from your pool. 
Effectively, you are granted a Spirit Flare without 
the normal required expenditure.

Secondly, if you have already achieved an even 
number of successes, the 4 result on the Spirit Die 
allows you to add one point to your Spirit Pool. 
You have accomplished your task with effortless 
grace and your heart is the brighter for it.

Finally, if you have already rolled six 
successes, the 4 result on the Spirit Die allows 
you to achieve a Legendary success. The only 
way to achieve a Legendary success is by 
naturally rolling six successes and rolling a 
4 on the Spirit Die. You cannot voluntarily 
spend a Spirit Point to turn a Brilliant success 
into a Legendary success.

There is also a special kind of Skill Test called 
a Wealth Test. See the Belongings, Valuables, 
and Wealth section on pg. XX for details.

COMBAT TESTS
Combat Tests are similar to Skill Tests, but are used 

exclusively in combat situations, when a character 
is trying to inflict harm upon an opponent or group 
of opponents. The hand of seven dice is assembled 
just like for a Skill Test, but the Skills involved in are 
almost always limited to Windlore, Blades, or Brawl.

The key difference is that you won’t be worried 
about pairs of successes. Instead, each rolled 
success counts as a single point of combat 
damage. The Spirit Die is also used slightly 
differently, with a result of “4” automatically 
contributing one point to your Fury Pool. 
(This is discussed in greater detail in the Combat 
Encounters section on pg. XX).

OPEN TESTS
At times, particularly during certain Combat 
Maneuvers or Chroma effects, you may be called 

to perform an Open Test. In an Open Test, you 
are directly pitting your abilities against those 
of another character, usually an adversary of 
some sort. (NPCs will usually have a simplified 
Physical or Mental Dice pool instead of 
individual Skill Ratings.) 

SPIRIT DIE BONUSES
Successes Normal Result When “4” is rolled on Spirit Die...

0 Fail No effect

1 Fail Spirit Flare (treat result as a Luminous success)

2 Luminous success Add one point to your Spirit Pool

3 Luminous success Spirit Flare (treat result as a Radiant success)

4 Radiant success Add one point to your Spirit Pool

5 Radiant success Spirit Flare (treat result as a Brilliant success)

6 Brilliant success Legendary success! This should be a character-defining moment, of 
heroic and mythic proportions. Folk who are there to witness the 
event will tell stories for years to come. The player and GM should 
work together to describe an outcome that is special, dramatic, and a 
bit over the top.
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The hand of dice is created in the normal 
fashion, but successes do not matter for an 
Open Test. You are simply looking for the 
single highest die result. If the Spirit Die rolls a 
“4” then you may add one to the value of your 
single highest die result. This single result is 
measured your opponent’s result, and whoever 
has the highest result wins the Test. In the case 
of a tie between player and NPC, the player 
wins the Test.
 
CHROMA TESTS
Chroma Tests are required when you are 

channeling Chroma. Channeling Chroma 
requires the expenditure of Spirit Points. If you 
do not have any Spirit Points left, you may not 
perform a Chroma Test.

The hand of dice for a Chroma Test is assembled 
like for a Skill Test, but with one significant 
difference: Instead of three dice from a Skill 
and three dice from a Virtue, you will instead 
be taking three dice each from two Virtues. 
Which two Virtues to use are determined by the 
Chroma, and will be noted in that Chroma’s 
description. (In some cases, you will be taking all 

Untrained Tests and Test Modifications 
It may be that you are called upon to perform a Test involving a Skill in which you have no Rating. 
This is called an Untrained Test. In such a case, you will roll a single d6 in place of the normal three 
dice that would be rolled for that Skill. This is one of the rare instances when you will be rolling less 
than seven dice during a Test.

Sometimes Chroma, Gifts, or other circumstances will cause you to raise or lower a Skill or Virtue die by one 
level. In such cases, simply replace one of the indicated dice with a die of the next better or worse type. For 
example, if your Skill enables you to roll 3d8 as part of a Skill Test and a Chroma allowed you to raise one of 
your Skill dice by one level, you would roll 238 and 1d10, instead of the normal 3d8. In some cases, you will 
be instructed to simply replace one of the dice with a specific type.

When attempting to raise dice that are already at the D12 Rating, you may instead raise a die from the other 
half of the hand of dice used for the Test (which is to say, if you’re trying to raise a Skill which has a D12 
Rating, you may instead raise one of your Virtue dice by one level.) If all of the dice involved in the Test are 
already at the D12 Rating, the bonus is lost. When raising a die type on an Untrained Skill, you may roll 2d6 
instead of the normal 1d6 provided in an Untrained Skill Test.

Similarly, if you are attempting to lower a die type that is already at the D6 Rating, you must remove one of 
the dice involved in the roll. This means you would be rolling fewer than seven dice for the Test.
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six dice from the same Virtue.) You will also add 
the Spirit Die to bring your hand of dice up to 
seven total.

You will still be counting successes in the normal 
way, with each pair of successes increasing the 
level of the result. If you have an odd number of 
successes, you may spend a Spirit Point to create 
a Spirit Flare. The results of each of these levels 
will vary, depending on the Chroma.

The Spirit Die, however, is used in a different way. 
Unlike any other Test, in a Chroma Test you are 
hoping for a low number to be rolled on the Spirit 

Die. The reason for this is that, no matter whether 
you succeed or fail at the Chroma Test, the rolled 
result of the Spirit Die is the number of Spirit 
Points that are spent from your Spirit Pool.

If the number of Spirit Points you must spend 
exceeds what is left in your Spirit Pool, this 
causes a Shattering. A Shattering can have 
permanent effects on your physical being 
or mental wholeness. Eventually, after too 
many Shatterings, you may lose the ability to 
channel that Chroma. (For details on Chroma, 
channeling, and Shattering, see Chapter 5: 
Radiant Power, p. XX).

The world of Overlight is a dangerous place 
and, between ferocious animals and cruel 
folk, sometimes there is naught you can do 
but respond with a blade or a fist. Combat in 
Overlight is a simple affair. First, determine 
initiative. Then the participants on the side with 
higher initiative may each take a single action. 
Each action can be an attack, the channeling of a 

Chroma power, or any other behavior that might 
take a few seconds to complete. Then the other 
side may take their actions. After that, a new 
round begins, following the same initiative order 
as before. (Do not reroll initiative.) Generally 
speaking, the concept of combat “rounds” 
is only relevant for certain specific Combat 
Maneuvers or Chroma effects.

COMBAT ENCOUNTERS

Where are the weapon stats?
If you have experience in playing other role-playing games, you may have noticed by now that 
nowhere in the combat rules do we reference specific mechanics for different weapons. That’s 
because they don’t have any. In Overlight, a weapon is a weapon is a weapon, and we have no 
rules for armor either. The rules are built for fast, deadly combats, not tactical exercises.
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DETERMINING INITIATIVE
When combat becomes unavoidable, and one 
side or another makes a move toward violence, 
the first thing that occurs is determining 
initiative order.

The GM selects a character to perform the 
initiative roll. If the characters are on the 
offensive, this should be the character who first 
made a move toward action. If the characters 
are reacting to a threat, then this should be 
the character who is most likely to respond to 
the threat with the most speed — it might be 
the character who specifically stated that they 
were watching for signs of trouble, or the one 
who was face-to-face with an adversary when a 
knife was quickly drawn.

To make the initiative roll, the selected character 
should perform an Open Test using the Skill 
most applicable to the situation, which will 

usually be Perception or Intuition, but could 
conceivably be something more unusual like 
Athletics or Beastways. The winner of the Open 
Test, and their allies, get to take the first actions. 
The players may decide their order of actions 
amongst themselves. 

In the rare case when more than two sides are 
involved in an all-out brawl, then simply assign 
the order of actions based on relative success 
levels from the Open Test.

MAKING ATTACKS
Attacks are made following the rules for 
Combat Tests. A Combat Test is almost 
identical to a Skill Test, except that each rolled 
success counts as a single point of combat 
damage against your chosen opponent. Rolling 
a “4” on the Spirit Die contributes one point 
to the Fury Pool. No other Spirit Die result has 
any effect during a Combat Test.
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MELEE VS. RANGED
Which Skill should you use? For melee combat, 
it’s relatively easy to decide. The Blades Skill covers 
swords, knives, and axes — really, any weapon 
with a sharpened edge used for cutting, slashing, 
or stabbing. The Brawl Skill covers feet and fists, as 
well as blunt weapons like clubs and staffs.

For ranged attacks — when using bows, 
crossbows, or even improvised weapons like 
a thrown rock — Windlore is the appropriate 
Skill. Knives or axes specifically made for 
throwing should instead use Blades (Logic). If 
your party is significantly outnumbered, the 
GM may choose to not allow ranged attacks, 
depending on the circumstances.

THE FURY POOL
The Fury Pool is essentially a temporary 
supplemental Spirit Pool that each character has, 
which only exists for the duration of the current 

active combat. When the current combat ends, 
your Fury Pool is reduced to zero.

Thematically, the Fury Pool represents adrenaline 
and the rising passions of battle, as a life or death 
struggle swirls around you. Much like adrenaline, it 
will quickly wear off once the threat has passed.

Fury Points may be spent in place of Spirit 
Points. However, when channeling Chroma, you 
may only spend Fury Points if Might is one of 
the Virtues involved in the Test. Additionally, if 
the result of the Spirit Die would exceed your 
current Spirit Pool and cause a Shattering, the 
Shattering still occurs, regardless of whether you 
spend Spirit Points or Fury Points.

COMBAT MANEUVERS
During combat, you may spend Spirit Points (or 
Fury Points) to perform a Combat Maneuver. You 
may only perform one Combat Maneuver per 
action, and many of them must be done in place of 
your normal attack.PREVIEW
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Aim (Cost: 0 Spirit Points)
If you plan to attempt a Precise Shot or Accurate 
Fire maneuver may decide to to perform an Aim 
maneuver to prepare. To aim, forgo your attack 
and perform a Resolve Test. If you succeed, gain a 
number of Fury Points equal to the result of the 
Spirit Die. (The Spirit Die cannot be used for any 
other effect.) In effect, aiming creates a virtual 
secondary Fury Pool which may only be spent 
to supplement Combat Tests for Precise Shots or 
Accurate Fire. Once you have aimed, your next 
action must either be an additional Aim maneuver 
or the Precise Shot or Accurate Fire maneuver. 
The points in this secondary Fury Pool are lost as 
soon as the Precise Shot or Accurate Fire maneuver 
is performed, or when you suffer any damage 
(whichever happens first).

Challenge Foe (Cost: 2 Spirit Points)
Maybe you would like to challenge the corrupt 
captain of the guard in an attempt to make that 
NPC lose face in front of their soldiers, or perhaps 
you’re attempting to distract an enemy from their 
appointed task. The Challenge Foe maneuver is an 
attempt to manipulate your opponent’s own pride. 
It cannot be used against beasts. To challenge a 
foe, forgo your attack and perform an Open Test 
(Performance vs. Mental) against that opponent. If 
you succeed, that opponent may only target you for 
the remainder of the current combat, until one of 
you is defeated or until you attack a different target.

Full Defense (Cost: 1 Spirit Point)
Sometimes you are simply outmatched, or too 
injured to risk your life in a desperate assault, and 
the best course of action may be to hunker down 
and save your own skin. When you perform the 

Full Defense maneuver, forgo your attack to instead 
hold back your action so that you may roll dice 
in response to an attack targeting you later in this 
combat round. When you are targeted in melee 
combat, perform a Skill Test using whatever you are 
currently armed with. If you are targeted in ranged 
combat, perform either a Windlore (Vigor) Test in 
an attempt to dodge or a Perception (Vigor) Test 
if you are equipped with a shield. If you succeed, 
negate a number of damage points equal to the 
result of the Spirit Die. If you achieve a Radiant 
success, you may immediately spend one Spirit 
Point to reactivate Full Defense. If you achieve a 
Brilliant success, you can reactivate Full Defense 
without spending a Spirit Point. (The Spirit Die 
cannot be used for any other effect.)

Intimidate Foe (Cost: 3 Spirit Points)
A well-timed insult hurled at your opponent or a 
growling battle cry screamed from the top of a hill 
can sometimes tip the scales in your favor. At the 
GM’s discretion, you may perform an Intimidate 
Foe maneuver in addition to your normal attack. 
Perform an Open Test (Persuasion vs. Mental) 
against the opponent you wish to intimidate. If 
you succeed, the opponent cannot use the Spirit 
Die for any effect during their next Test.

Mighty Blow or Accurate Fire 
(Cost: 2 Spirit Points)
A sword strike fueled by fury. A well-placed 
arrow to the heart. The Mighty Blow or Accurate 
Fire maneuver is performed in conjunction with 
a normal attack. If you succeed at the Combat 
Test, you may add the rolled result of the Spirit 
Die to the amount of damage you inflict. (The 
Spirit Die cannot be used for any other effect.)
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Outmaneuver (Cost: 2 Spirit Points)
This maneuver has a wide variety of 
applications, intended to cover any goal 
which will take multiple combat rounds to 
complete or which has an ongoing function. 
We encourage you to be creative in devising 
new ways to use Outmaneuver. When you 
perform this maneuver, you should clearly 
state your desired goal to the GM, who will 
then decide upon the required Test. The GM 
will also decide whether or not you must 
forgo your normal attack to perform this 
maneuver. The baseline rule should involve 
an Open Test of some kind, perhaps Athletics 
vs. Mental, or Perception (Logic) vs. Mental. 
The exact Skills required should vary with the 
details involved, but a success on the Open 
Test means, for future Tests working toward 
this goal, replace the effects of the Spirit Die 
with a specific and dramatic (stated) outcome 
upon the roll of a “4.” Note that for the new 
Spirit Die outcome to take effect, the main 
Test must still be successful.

Example 1: You’ve maneuvered your opponent back 
against a precipitous drop, in an attempt to force 
them off the edge. Your Open Test is Athletics vs. 
Mental, and a success means that, on later successful 
Combat Tests, a Spirit Die result of “4” could force 
your opponent to successfully roll Physical or be 
toppled from the cliff. 

Outmaneuver can also be used when your 
opposition is more akin to an inanimate 
object, such as when you are attempting to 
break something. In this instance, a basic 
Skill Test should be used, as the object is not 
actively resisting you. A success on this first Test 
would allow a Spirit result of “4” on later tests 
to finish the job.

Example 2: A fight is raging around you and it’s 
your job to break the glass wall that would allow 
the hatchling Cloud Serpent to escape its prison. 
To outmaneuver, you must perform a Craft Test. 
If you succeed, later successful strikes against the 
wall using a Combat Test would break the glass 
and allow the beast to escape.

Typically speaking, once you’ve committed to an 
Outmaneuver attempt, a “4” Spirit Die result may 
not be used for other purposes. Please note that in 
a situation outside of combat, the Outmaneuver 
rules do not need to be used, but simple Skill 
Tests can be employed to determine if you succeed 
in, say, breaking or fixing something.

Precise Shot (Cost: 4 Spirit Points)
There are times when accuracy is of the utmost 
importance: striking an artifact out of the villain’s 
hand, throwing a dagger to switch a lever, severing 
a purse string with a crossbow bolt. At the GM’s 
discretion, you may attempt a Precise Shot to 
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perform a stated goal that requires pinpoint 
accuracy. Precise Shot is not intended to be 
used for an accurate attack — that’s what 
Accurate Fire is for — but for other non-attack 
actions during combat. It is also not intended 
to be used to disarm an opponent. Perform 
a Skill Test using a Skill decided by the GM. 
The most common Skill for this maneuver is 
Windlore, but creative GMs and players might 
find inspired ways to use Athletics, Craft, or 
even Beastways.

Protect Ally (Cost: 1 Spirit Point)
To perform the Protect Ally maneuver, forgo your 
attack and declare an ally you wish to protect, then 
perform a Perception Test. If you succeed, you can 
attempt to protect an ally who is targeted during 
this round of combat. If you achieve a Radiant 
success you can protect that ally twice this round, 
and if you achieve a Brilliant success you can protect 
that ally three times this round. When the ally you 
are protecting is targeted in this round of combat, 
perform a Skill Test using Blades or Brawl, 
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WOUNDS AND HEALING

As you sustain wounds during combat, 
you should be using a pencil (not pen!) to 
lightly cross out spaces on your Health Track, 
beginning with the topmost empty space and 
moving down, crossing out spaces equal to the 
number of wounds you receive. These filled 
spaces represent scratches, bumps and bruises, 
small cuts, and abrasions. You will accrue them 
quickly during a combat, but afterward they 
will be quickly forgotten.

When you cross out a red space, that is something 
a little more serious — a Dramatic Wound. 
These spaces are meant to represent more 
lasting injuries: a minor stab wound, a sprained 
joint, a cut to the forehead, or something even 
worse. When you receive a Dramatic Wound, 
you and the GM should jointly decide what 
form that wound might take, weaving it into the 
descriptions of your combat encounter. 

A Dramatic Wound is an opportunity for role-
playing and drama. It is not a reason for you to 
become less effective in combat, because that’s no 
fun for anybody. What a Dramatic Wound will do 
is take a while to heal, in the meantime lowering 
your endurance in future combats.

At the end of a combat, provided the characters 
have a reasonable amount of time to catch their 
breath and rest, you may remove all wounds that 
are not Dramatic Wounds (erasing the pencil 
marks from those spaces). Non-Dramatic Wounds 
incurred outside of a combat encounter may be 
removed at the end of a Scene.

Dramatic Wounds may not be removed until 
the end of the current story, or when they are 
successfully treated (whichever occurs first). To 
treat a Dramatic Wound mid-story, the character 
must find someone capable of helping them and 

or Perception (Vigor) if you have a shield. If you 
succeed, negate a number of damage points equal 
to the result of the Spirit Die. Then, you suffer the 
rest of the damage instead of your protected ally. 
(The Spirit Die cannot be used for any other effect.) 

Rally Comrades (Cost: 3 Spirit Points)
A rousing speech or even a snippet of a 
long-forgotten song can let your allies know 
that you’ve got their back. This maneuver is 
performed in conjunction with a normal attack. 

Choose an ally, then perform an Inspiration 
Test. If you succeed, that ally gains Fury Points 
equal to the rolled result of your Spirit Die. 
(The Spirit Die cannot be used for any other 
effect.) If you achieved a Radiant success, 
choose a second ally who receives the same 
bonus. If you achieved a Brilliant success, 
choose two other allies who receive the same 
bonus. Any given character may only be the 
recipient of Fury Points from a Rally Comrades 
maneuver once per combat.
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must then succeed at a Wealth Test. Depending 
on the source of the assistance, healing a 
Dramatic Wound may take hours or even days of 
dedicated treatment.

Mid-story help for Dramatic Wounds could 
take the form of anything from a Banyari Moss 
Shaman to a Haarkeen Elixir Merchant. The GM 
will ultimately decide whether a given NPC is 
capable of helping the character. Depending on 
the situation, the GM may waive the Wealth Test 
or modify it in some way. Only one Dramatic 
Wound can be healed at a time.

It should be noted that three or four Dramatic 
Wounds do not necessarily have to represent 
multiple injuries. They can be abstracted a bit. 
Multiple Dramatic Wounds could in fact represent 
one horrible injury, and the step-by-step healing 
of the wounds can be thought of as the slow, 
incremental healing process.

If a character only has a single Dramatic Wound 
(and did not have other Dramatic Wounds that 
were healed during this current story), another 
character may attempt a Science Test in order to 
heal that wound. However, this only works if the 
result is a Brilliant success or better. Only one 
such attempt may be made, and if it fails, the 
wound will have to be healed with medical help 
or between Stories as normal.

It is assumed that at the end of any story, there 
is a bit of narrative “downtime” as the characters 
rest and prepare for further adventures. Unless 
the GM has something else in mind, all players 
may remove all Dramatic Wounds at this time. 

FADING AND DEATH
When you fill in the final empty space on 
your Health Track, you are said to be Fading. 
When this happens, you must immediately 
perform either a Resolve or Survival Test (your 
choice). If you succeed, you manage to cling 
to life, and can crawl or limp your way to 
safety. Though you are no longer Fading, the 
next wound you take is fatal.

If you fail that Resolve or Survival Test, then 
during combat, whenever you would normally 
be allowed to take an action (which is to say, 
once every “round”) you lose one Spirit or Fury 
point. If your Spirit Pool is reduced to zero 
before help arrives, you will die. During this 
period, you are assumed to be unconscious, 
or nearly so, and may not perform any Test or 
action that would require more than speaking.

Your last hope is for one of your companions 
to reach you before you die. When a character 
does arrive to keep you from dying, the 
assisting character must successfully perform a 
Science Test to prevent further Spirit point loss. 
If this Test fails, barring some other wondrous 
event or deus ex machina, you will die when 
your Spirit Pool reaches zero.

If you have survived — either by a successful 
Resolve or Survival Test, or with the help of a 
companion — than you are alive and conscious. 
Though you are no longer Fading, the next wound 
you take is fatal, and you will no longer recover 
non-Dramatic Wounds as normal. Getting mid-
story medical help is a necessity at this point!
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BELONGINGS,, VALUABLES,
AND WEALTH

When you create your character, the Background 
you choose will determine your starting Belongings, 
as well as which of those Belongings (if any) may 
be characterized as Valuables. Belongings may be 
simply defined as any object that your character 
carries with them, while Valuables are those 
Belongings that others perceive as having monetary 
value. Your chosen Background will also provide 
your starting Wealth Rating.

WEALTH TESTS
Wealth Tests are a special kind of Skill Test. Rules for 
money and wealth are very abstracted in Overlight. 
While the world of Overlight does have coinage, 
prices are negotiable and much of the economy is a 
combination of currency and barter.

It is not be necessary for players to keep track 
of individual gold coins or other currency. 
Instead, every character has a Wealth Rating (just 
like a Virtue or Skill Rating), and the GM may 
occasionally call for a character to perform a 
Wealth Test. These Tests will cover a wide range of 
situations, from bargaining in a marketplace to 
bribing a source of information. Any instance in 
which the exchange of money or goods is part of 
the interaction may require a Wealth Test. 

After stating your mercantile intent to the GM, you 
should perform your Wealth Test, then role-play the 
encounter based on the results of the Test. 

The hand of dice for a Wealth Test is much like a 
hand for a Skill Test — but in lieu of rolling Virtue 
dice, you will instead be substituting your Wealth 
dice. So a Wealth Test uses 3x Wealth dice, 3x Skill 
dice, and the Spirit Die. The Skill involved will be 
up to the GM, but you may suggest an alternate 
Skill if the situation suits it.

In a Wealth Test, the Spirit Die is resolved much 
like how it is in a Chroma Test: The number 
rolled on the die is the number of Wealth 
Points that must be subtracted from your 
Wealth Pool. In most instances, particularly 
those in which you are simply attempting to 
purchase something, a failed roll doesn’t mean 
that you cannot buy the item, but that the 
required cost in Wealth Points (as indicated by 
the Spirit Die) is doubled.

If you lack the required Wealth Points, then 
you may still succeed at your goal, but only by 
choosing to barter away one of your Valuables. 
(More about Valuables can be found in Chapter 
3 - The Skyborn.) 
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UPGRADE RATING XP COST
Skills Virtues

D6 3 XP --

D8 6 XP 8 XP

D10 9 XP 13 XP

D12 14 XP 24 XP

At the end of each game session, and 
especially at the end of each major story arc, 
the GM will reward your characters in 
a variety of ways.

Spirit Rewards are added directly to your Spirit 
Pool. These will be fairly common and may 
even occur mid-session.

Wealth Rewards may be fairly common, 
depending on the style of campaign. Like 
Spirit Rewards, Wealth Rewards may be added 
directly to your Spirit Pool. On very rare 
occasions, you may get a Wealth Reward that 
upgrades your Wealth Rating.

Experience Rewards come in the form of 
Experience Points (XP). You will gain at least one 
XP per session, and often you will get more than 
one, especially at the end of story arcs or major 
plots. XP may be spent to upgrade your Rating in 
Skills and Virtues or to learn new Chroma.

To upgrade your Rating in a Skill or Virtue, you 
must spend the required XP (as listed in the 
accompanying table) for the new, upgraded 
Rating. Ratings must be upgraded incrementally, 
so while you may upgrade a Rating by more 
than one step at a time, the costs are cumulative. 
Ratings may be upgraded at any time during play, 
provided you have the required XP to spend

New Chroma may be learned for 9 XP each. You may only select from the lists of Chroma provided by your 
Folk, Background, or Core Virtue. Chroma may only be learned between Stories (i.e., not mid-session).PREVIEW


